THOSE NAS1Y 6 THEES AND THOUS
from BY DEFINITION by James W Knox
The most common complaint raised by those who pick up an Authorized Version77 for the first time is
the use of "thees78 ," "thous79 " and similar words. The reader is frightened by these unfamiliar terms and,
all too often, flees for the supposed comfort of a modern translation.
The religious advertisers do not differ at all from secular advertisers, in that both will sacrifice their consciences80 and lie as often as necessary to make a profit. Thus, religious television and magazines are filled
with sales pitches81 claiming that the modern language translations are easier to understand. To convince
the reader of this supposed truth, they need only to point to a "ye" or a "thine" in the A.V. text, and
the unsuspecting public is convinced.
The whole problem, falsely so called, can be solved in four paragraphs. Follow closely.
In modern English, if a man addresses fifty people he says, "I am glad you are here today." If he addresses one person he says, "I am glad you are here today." A reader, seeing only the statement, does
not know if a plurality of listeners, or just one, is being addressed.
In 1611, if King James had been addressing fifty-four translators he would have said, "I am glad
you are here to day." If fifty-three had the day off82 and one came to visit, the monarch would have said,
"I am glad to see thee to day."
Simply stated, the Authorized Version makes a distinction between the second-person (you) pronouns and adjectives relating to number. This distinction is not available to the readers of any other English version.
Where one sees the "t" an individual is being addressed. Where one sees a "y" two or more persons
are being addressed.
The singular forms are:
nominative:
"thou"
objective:
"thee"
possessive adjective: "thy"
possessive pronoun: "thine"
The plural forms are:
nominative:
"ye"
[' na:stI] a OTBpanlTeJIhHhIM, OTTaJIKHBalOlUHM; Mep3KHM, npOTHBHhIM
Version L:>:e~raIzd'v3:f(~)nl «OQ>HUHaJIhHhIM BapHaHT» (aHnIHMcKHM nepeBo.Ll6H6mm 1611 r., o.Llo6peHHhIM KOpOJIeM $IKOBOM), .LlaJIhllIe KJV
78 thee [i'H: ]pers. pron. (ICOC6. n. om thou) Te651, Te6e, To60M
79 thou [i'lau ]per.s. pron. Thl
80 conscience ['konf(~ )ns] COBeCTh
81 sales pitch - y6e.LlHTeJIhHa5I nO.Llaqa npO.LlaBaeMoro (npe)JJIaraeMoro) TOBapa
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objective:
"you"
possessive adjective: "your"
possessive pronoun:
"yours"
This five-minute lesson in Elizabethan [I, hz~ 'bi:8( ~)n] grammar opens up vast areas oftruth in the
Authorized Version which are closed to readers oftoday's English versions.

THOSE DREADFUL WORDS IN ITALICS
from BY DEFINITION by James W Knox

Another objection frequently raised against the Authorized Version is that its translators added
words. The critic will point to the italicized words in the King James Bible and the babe-in-Christ83 looks
at them with a mixture of dread, embarrassment, and unbelief. "To think the book I trusted has been
toyed84 with," comes the thought of doubt, sown as skillfully as it was in Eden.
First, there are words in the Authorized Version which are not found in the Hebrew and Greek texts.
In fact, there are over 773,670 ofthem. Apart from an occasional allelujah, cumi or Apollyon, none ofthe
words in an English Bible are found in the scriptures of any Greek, Hebrew, or Aramaic manuscript.
Second, we have translations because languages are different. I'm not trying to be insulting, but we
live in a generation that does not know how to think logically. Since languages are different one must use
different words in one language to make the EXACT statement contained in another language. Failure
to use the necessary words would result in an interpretation or a paraphrase, but not a translation.
For example: I go to Mexico for a visit. I forget my toothbrush. Needing one to maintain relationships, I go down to the comer store. I ask for a "cepillo de dientes." I need three words in Spanish to say
the very same thing which one word covers in English. I am accurately translating.
Whenever the translators of the Authorized Version met with such a situation, they put the words in
italics. This consent to absolute honesty stands as one of the great arguments/or the A.v. text and the
integrity85 of its translators. All versions must make such "additions" in order to bring a manuscript from
one language to another.
The producers of the new Bibles not only fail to identify such places in their work, but, by pointing scornfully to the italicized words in the A.v., imply that they did not use such methods. Naughty,
naughty!

-est AND -eth ARE NOT SO BAD
from BY DEFINITION by James W Knox

Once the importance of the "thees" and "thous" has been mastered, the next thing to confront are
the seemingly strange endings on so many Bible words.
In Romans 14:7 we read: For none of us liveth to himself, and no man dieth to himself. One might
wonder why we do not revise the Bible to the more broadly understood "No one lives to himself, and no
man dies to himself."
babe in Christ - peJl. HOBoo6pameHHbIH (xpHcmaHHH)
84 toy [t:n] (with) Hecepbe3Ho ,lleJIaTb qTO-JI.
85 integrity [In' tegntI] qeCTHOCTb, npHMOTa
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There are no curse words left in our language. The television and movie industry is left to take the
most vile words and repeat them dozens of times in order to gain "dramatic effect." Where a simple
"damn" once stirred the nation ("Gone with the Wind"), now nothing can make Americans blush.
Damn is a clean word and a noble Biblical term. It is what God will do to all those who reject His
Son, the Lord Jesus Christ. By reducing this word to common slang, Satan has taken the stinging force
out of the gospel presentation.
Hell is a place ofburning, fiery torment, awaiting those who are damned. It has been tossed about as
an epithet for so long now that no one takes it seriously.
Artillery was once any instrument made by art. Yet, man's art is devoted primarily to killing. Almost
all advances in science and technology were originally for, or were perfected in, war. Thus, artillery has
become the standard term for weapons developed by the masters of war.
Next we have the word chefl 12 , This comes from a French word meaning chief Since man has made
a god of his belly, the one who satisfies his hunger lays claim to this word.
In the word of God a scholar is a student, any student in search of the truth (l Chronicles 25:8;
Malachi 2: 12). In our day, men have been persuaded that only paid professionals are to study and that
commoners must sit unquestioningly at their feet. Thus, the name of scholar is now limited to a small
company of those who have studied. All saved people are to be Biblical scholars, but with the degeneration of our language, few are aware of this important truth.
No honest Christian would embrace a version of the Bible set in the vernacular of the present age.
Our language has followed our society down into the gutter ll3 • Let us come out from among them and
be separate.
Ifwe must learn some new words and gain a proper education in grammar in order to read the Book
of Books produced at a time when our language was at its peak, let us do so. May we climb the heights in
pursuit of absolute truth rather than sit carelessly in the depths of modern relativity.

CAPITALIZATION OF PRONOUNS RElATING TO DEIlY
from BY DEFINITION by James W Knox

One of the selling points used by the marketing specialists hired to increase the sale of new translations ofthe Bible is that many ofthe modern versions capitalize pronouns relating to deity.
The thought behind such an action is that God deserves special honor and reverence, and so any
"he," "him," "his," etc. which refers to a member ofthe Trinity will be capitalized.
This sounds like a great idea, and were it possible to carry out such a plan with consistency and accuracy, we would never speak a word of opposition.
There will be only a few spots in the gospels, most notably in John, where anyone could question
whether or not a particular reference is to Jesus Christ, the Father, or the Holy Spirit. Other writers have
ably pointed out the places where the new versions have failed to capitalize obvious references to God.
Such details are not within the scope of this volume.
The problem with capitalizing all references to deity lies in the prophetic passages, particularly the
Psalms. Nearly every Psalm contains some direct or veiled reference to the Lord Jesus Christ. If these
pronouns were capitalized the passages in which they are found would lose their practical, historical and
devotional 1l4 teaching.
chefUef] rne<l>-noBap, maBHbIH nOBap
113 gutter [' gAta] CTO'lHa51 KaHaBa
114 devotional [dI'vaufani] PeJIl1:nI03HbIH; 6JIaro'leCTHBbIH
112
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Psalms 55: 12-13 would read: For it was not an enemy that reproached Me; then I could have borne
it: neither was it he that hated Me that did magnify himself against Me; then I would have hid Myself from
him: But it was thou, a man Mine equal, My guide, and Mine acquaintance.
No true Bible student can fail to miss the forward look, in the 55 th Psalm, at the betrayal of Jesus by
Judas Iscariot. But, to capitalize the references to Christ is to take away the heartache ll5 of David when
his own trusted companion turned against him and all that we learn from his walk of faith.
There are literally hundreds of Old Testament passages which have reference to an event in history,
recorded for our learning and admonition 1l6 , which also point prophetically to the Lord Jesus. By capitalizing the references to Christ the reader is robbed of up to three-fourths of the truth available in such
passages.
The Holy Spirit will lead the saved, spiritually-minded reader to see the Lord in all His word. Let
us leave this sacred work to the Spirit of truth, lest, in our attempts to reveal one truth we obscure
another.

